PURPOSE. To determine the light sensitivity of poorly reflective cones observed in retinas of normal subjects, and to establish a relationship between cone reflectivity and perceptual threshold.
A daptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) has provided valuable insight about retinal structure at the cellular level in many diseases. Consequently, clinical interest in using AOSLO imaging to examine disease is likely to continue growing. 1 Although AOSLO has been employed to image numerous retinal structures, it is most commonly used to visualize cone photoreceptors because of their intrinsic ability to reflect incoming light. 2 In retinal disease, cones may be dysmorphic, atrophied, or missing from the mosaic. These factors will contribute to poor reflectance and possibly increased cone spacing in AOSLO images, both of which are metrics commonly used to gauge disease progression. For instance, patients with type 1 diabetes, glaucoma, and Stargardt disease all showed a decrease of cone density, [3] [4] [5] while patients with acute macular retinopathy and severe head trauma showed a reduction in cone reflectivity. 6, 7 These retinopathies represent a small sample of the potential diseases that may cause cone photoreceptors to appear abnormal in adaptive optics imaging. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Consequently, it is important to establish how cone reflectivity is related to functional light sensitivity.
The intrinsic waveguiding properties of cones are well established, 21 and depend upon the normally cylindrical shape of the inner and outer segments. If retinal diseases cause either of the segments to become atrophic or dysmorphic, the cones are likely to appear dark within an AOSLO image. However, in normal retinas, it has been reported that there are occasional cones that exhibit unusually low reflectance. [22] [23] [24] These cones appear as a dark space within an otherwise regular mosaic, much in the same way that a diseased cone might. It is important to realize that in all subjects imaged with AOSLO, regardless of disease state, cone reflectivity in AOSLO images varies considerably from moment to moment, as well as from day to day. This variation in reflectivity is not completely understood and may arise from multiple factors, including natural morphological variation within cells, refractive index changes associated with photocurrent dynamics, and the coherence properties of the imaging light. 22, [25] [26] [27] Consistent with the earlier reports, we have observed cones within AOSLO images that exhibit low reflectivity in the perifoveal region. Given that these poorly reflective cones exist in pathological and nonpathological states, this raises the question of whether persistently dark cones in normal subjects represent dysfunctional photoreceptors. If so, dark cones may serve as a useful harbinger of retinal disease at the earliest stages.
Here we sought to determine the light sensitivity of persistently dark cones found in the retinas of normal subjects. To do so, selected dark cones were first imaged longitudinally using an AOSLO system in a laboratory setting, in order to see how the reflectivity of the cones changed over time scales longer than a single imaging session. Second, the dark cones were targeted for psychophysical testing, where a cone-sized stimulus was delivered to selected cones in the retinal mosaic and increment thresholds were determined. 28 Finally, we examined whether there was any relationship between cone reflectivity and the perceptual thresholds measured with such microstimulation.
METHODS
Our multisite, experimental cohort study was approved prospectively by the institutional review boards of the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) and the University of California, Berkeley (UCB), and conformed to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written, informed consent was required by all subjects to participate in the research. All participating subjects had 20/20 or better best corrected visual acuity, clear optics, and had normal color vision. Exclusion criteria included highly irregular corneal shape and visual acuity that could not be optically compensated; however, no prospective subjects were excluded.
Retinal Imaging
Cones were imaged using multiwavelength AOSLOs (UAB and UCB) with infrared light (842 6 25 nm). In each system, the light source was a supercontinuum laser (SuperK Extreme; NKT Photonics, Birkerød, Denmark) bandpass filtered to provide the infrared imaging light and the visible stimulation light (543 6 11 nm) in separate imaging channels. The rationale for choosing 543 nm for the stimulation wavelength was to minimize the sensitivity differences between the long and medium wavelength sensitive cones. For imaging, specific details pertaining to AOSLO systems have been described elsewhere. 27, 29, 30 Briefly, light in both channels was projected into the eye via vertical and horizontal scanning mirrors. Infrared light reflected back through the optical system was sampled by a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor for measurement of wavefront aberrations. The aberrated wavefront in both light channels was then compensated using a microelectromechanical systems deformable mirror (Boston Micromachines, Cambridge, MA, USA), with the wavefront being continuously corrected in a closed loop operating at 16 Hz.
Single Cone Microstimulation With AOSLO
Microstimulation involves delivering a cone-sized stimulus onto a single targeted cone. Comprehensive methods have been recently described elsewhere. 28 For the present experiments, we used a 5 3 5 pixel square (35 arcsec,~3.6 lm) of 543-nm light, flashed for a duration of~130 ls on a constant background of~4.3 cd/m 2 . Taking into account the point spread function of the eye's optics under these imaging conditions, and the small scatter in stimulus delivery, 28 this stimulus size (at the 5% intensity contour) subtended less than 8 lm on the retina (less than 2 arcmin for a typical human eye assuming 290 lm/deg 31 ), closely matching the inner segment diameter of the cones at the eccentricities studied (2.2-3.38). 32 This eccentricity range is optimal for microstimulation because the cone spacing is large enough to be minimally affected by positional delivery errors, yet the sites were within the~58 limit where such stimuli presented through this system can be seen. 28 Because the imaging and stimulation were performed with different wavelengths, transverse chromatic aberrations were both measured and corrected in each subject. 30 This measurement was made before and after each experiment, to assess whether any lateral shift in the stimulus occurred during the experiment. If measured offsets drifted by more than one half cone width, the data were discarded. Fixational eye movements present in all subjects were compensated for using real-time eye tracking, 33 allowing retinally stabilized stimulus delivery with cumulative delivery errors of less than a cone diameter. 28 
Psychophysical Experiments
Pupils were dilated with 1% tropicamide. Bite bars custom fitted for each subject were used to minimize pupil motion. Retinal locations being imaged were selected by having the subject fixate on a light-emitting diode positioned outside of a 1.28 imaging field. Following transverse chromatic aberration measurement and 15-minute dark adaptation, the psychophysical experiments commenced self-paced. Subjects used a keyboard to initiate each trial and to provide a response. Five subjects (4 male, 1 female) were participants in the experiments testing dark cones explicitly, and one additional male subject was included in the normal cone psychophysical testing. All subjects (aged 22-51 years) had normal color vision (assessed by Hardy-Rand-Rittler plates and a Nagel anomaloscope) and no known retinal pathology based on comprehensive optometric eye exams. Luminance increment thresholds for the flashed microstimuli were measured using a Bayesian staircase method of threshold estimation. 34 Increment threshold was chosen as the test for light sensitivity because, at threshold, the stimulus is necessarily the least amount of light required to be perceived. Light levels representing threshold were converted to arbitrary units, ranging from 0 to 1, in order to control for day-to-day variations in stimulus intensity and allow comparisons between experiments. To provide a sense of the stimulus intensity in radiometric terms, we calculate that a typical 5 3 5 pixel stimulus (lasting~130 ls) included~12 log quanta at maximum intensity, presented on a background of~8 log quanta incident at the cornea. 28 Two cones, one dark and a neighboring one with normal reflectivity to serve as a control, were targeted for stimulus delivery. All trials were randomly interleaved between each cone in a tested pair, and threshold was measured 3 to 5 times for each cone location (60-100 total trials) per experiment. Because of stimulus light level fluctuations, and also because threshold rises steeply with eccentricity, we analyzed the data with respect to relative threshold (between the two targeted cones) rather than raw threshold. Before any psychophysical data were used for analysis, subjects practiced the task to the point where reasonably consistent thresholds were obtained upon repeated measurements.
Ten cone pairs (one normally reflective and one poorly reflective) were monitored for both longitudinal imaging and psychophysical testing (n ¼ 5 subjects). Six of these pairs were studied in one subject (age 23 years), with the remaining pairs in one subject each. Dark cones were initially selected as a cone-sized dark space within an otherwise normal cone mosaic. In three cases, the dark cone never increased appreciably in brightness. In seven cases, the cone occasionally reflected enough light to be visible; in these cases, the selected center was chosen based upon the cone's location on such imaging days. In cases where the dark cone was never visible, cone locations were estimated by choosing a point in the center of the cone-sized gap among neighboring cones. The 10 poorly reflective cones tracked longitudinally were tested only when they were darker than the field mean in the AOSLO image; this was required because some of these monitored cones occasionally exhibited normal reflectivity.
To validate the results obtained from the psychophysical testing of the dark/normal cone pairs, a larger population of normal cone pairs was also tested psychophysically. In these pairs, each of the cones in the pair exhibited normal reflectivity (n ¼ 56 cone pairs, 6 subjects). These normal/ normal cone pairs were tested in the same manner as described above.
Identification of Retinal Vessels
Retinal blood vessels and capillaries lying in front of the photoreceptors could, in principle, disrupt the light reflecting from the cones or interfere with stimulation light being delivered to the cones. In order to avoid these artifacts, vasculature maps were made for each targeted retinal location. 35 These maps were compiled using video processing tools to extract blood motion contrast cues from 30-second AOSLO videos taken with 710-or 840-nm light. By examining the vasculature maps that corresponded to the cone images at each site, we could select dark or normally reflective cones that were not associated with light path interference caused by retinal vessels.
Reflectance Quantification and Longitudinal Imaging
To obtain the AOSLO images used for reflectance quantification, two methods were used. First, for the majority of the cases, reflectivity data was obtained from images acquired during unrelated psychophysical experiments performed in the areas of interest. During each trial of a psychophysical experiment, a 1-second, retinally stabilized infrared video of 30 frames was recorded. 36 These frames were averaged after eliminating any blank frames or those with patent uncorrected eye-motion artifacts that are readily detected by automated image analysis. All single-trial average frames were then summed into one image, normalized to the brightest value, representing the cone reflectivity during one experiment. From these normalized images we quantified reflectivity for cones of interest. Second, if there were no prior psychophysical experiments performed in a selected retinal location, a 5-second retinally stabilized infrared video was taken (150 frames). These frames were also averaged to obtain a brightest-value normalized image (after manually removing frames with motion artifacts). Beyond the difference in total number of averaged frames, all cone reflectivity measurements were done in the same manner.
For the longitudinally monitored cone pairs, cone reflectance was quantified by first calculating the average pixel value for a 3 3 3 pixel square centered on each cone. 22 Dark cone locations were identified manually by choosing a point in the center of the cone-sized gap among neighboring cones (for persistently dark cones), or in the cone center if the cone was visible (for intermittently dark cones). For normally reflective cones, the center of the cone was chosen based on manual estimation of the pixel that was most centered within the cone (occasionally, this was not the brightest pixel). Because the mean reflectance value of an AOSLO image varies over time, we compared the mean pixel value of each cone to the mean pixel value of a 101 3 101 pixel field also centered on the cone. Reflectance was measured in standard deviations (SDs) from the field mean, to control for variations in image quality, laser power, and photomultiplier gain. Finally, for each of the 10 targeted dark/normal cone pairs, the same area of retina in each subject was repeatedly imaged over time to quantify cone reflectivity longitudinally (7-26 imaging sessions, representing 82-896 days).
To identify multiple cones within large fields, image processing was performed on normalized images using a custom local peak-finding routine (MATLAB; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). As this procedure did not always identify every cone correctly, especially those darker than the field mean, the processed images were surveyed manually and misidentified locations were corrected. In instances where cones were darkened due to interference by blood vessels and no peak was detected, cone locations were estimated based on local spacing. Individual cone reflectance was then quantified as described above.
RESULTS

Imaging Characteristics of Poorly Reflective Cones
Images taken with AOSLO show considerable variation in reflectivity on a cone-by-cone basis. Examining five imaged fields of retina from five normal subjects, cones ranged in reflectance by a factor of 0.5 to 2.9 from the mean field reflectance (n ¼ 4,377 cones from~169,000 lm 2 of retina), a range that is consistent with previous reports. 22, 27, 37, 38 Some of the variation at the dark end of this range is likely to be associated with retinal blood vessels, which cover a substantial portion of the retinal surface. 39 To estimate what percentage of cones within an AOSLO image may be poorly reflective because of light path interference by retinal vessels, we compared the cone field to its overlying vasculature (Fig. 1) . A map of the cones that had grayscale values below the mean image gray level was created (Fig. 1C) and then compared against the vascular map made at the same retinal location (Fig.  1D) . As expected, most of the poorly reflective cones were associated with vessels. Of the 2,179 cones identified in the patch of retina shown in Figure 1 , 346 cones (16%) had gray levels that fell below the image mean (red dots), while 1833 had gray levels at or above the image mean (black dots). However, a small number of these relatively dark cones were not obviously associated with vessels (blue circles). Such dark cones not associated with blood vessels were found in every subject (Fig. 2) , in nearly every 1.28 field examined. Given their poor reflectivity, this subset of cones could represent either optical anomalies, present only at the time of imaging, or indicate possibly dysfunctional cones.
To learn if these unoccluded cones were only spuriously dark, we examined a longitudinal series of images to determine the persistence of the reflectivity. The reflectivity of 10 cone pairs, one dark and one normally reflective (depicted in Figs. 2D-M), was measured on multiple days. For each cone pair, there were 7 to 26 individual imaging sessions, over lengths of time spanning 82 to 896 days. Of these 10 dark cones, three never exhibited reflectivity that was higher than the mean image value (Figs. 2D-F) , and were considered persistently dark. Figure 3A shows data for one cone that remained dark, despite neighboring cones that varied in brightness from day to day. The remaining seven cases occasionally exhibited reflectance that was higher than the mean field reflectance, thereby confirming the presence of a cone in these locations (often this required viewing images on a logarithmic grayscale to reveal the dim signal, as in Fig. 3 ). Data for one such intermittently dark cone is shown in Figure 3B , highlighting the fact that on most days, the cone was darker than the mean image reflectivity.
Psychophysical Testing of Poorly Reflective Cones
Because a small number of cones persisted in having anomalously low reflectance, we tested each of the 10 
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monitored dark cones psychophysically to determine if they were functional, using a staircase method to measure increment thresholds. All poorly reflective cones were tested for light sensitivity only when they were darker than the field mean in the AOSLO image. For the persistently dark cones, the stimulus was targeted at a manual estimate of where the cone center would be, given the position of neighboring cones (Fig.  4A ). Testing one of the three persistently dark cases, the targeted dark cone location showed an increment threshold that was similar to the increment threshold obtained from its paired normally reflective cone (Fig. 4B) . Data from one of the intermittently dark cones showed an increment threshold that was slightly lower than that of a nearby normally reflective cone (Fig. 4C) . Because thresholds measured with such microstimuli can vary between cones for a number of reasons (discussed in Ref. 28) , we compared the thresholds from the 10 dark cones to the 10 normally reflective cones as a population. To make this comparison, individual cone thresholds were normalized to the mean of each pairwise run of trials, to control for the effects of intersubject variability and visual field eccentricity on threshold. As a population, the dark cones did not have higher thresholds than the normally reflective cones that were tested at the same time (P ¼ 0.49, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Fig. 4D ). Persistent and intermittently dark cones showed equivalent variation in threshold versus their paired normal cones. To confirm that these thresholds were genuinely no different from normally reflective cones, we compared the dark/normal cone paired thresholds to a larger population of normally reflective cone pairs (56 cone pairs, six subjects). Threshold data were normalized as before; in addition, cone reflectivity was also normalized to the mean of each tested pair (Fig. 5) . In this population of normally reflective cone pairs, the mean threshold was 3.6% higher in cones with less versus more reflectivity, a difference that was not significant (P ¼ 0.0502, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Had this correlation between cone reflectivity and threshold attained significance, it would still have been greatly outweighed by the~80% variation in the thresholds observed in the normally reflective cone pairs. The targeted dark/normal cone pairs (Fig. 5, red points) exhibited the same variability in threshold and followed the same trend Figure 1 , is shown during 4 imaging days (left). In this case, the dark cone was intermittently visible (second panel from left), but did not vary as much as the normally reflective cone (right). All images in this figure are on a log intensity scale, to facilitate identification of relatively dark cones (note: this makes cone profiles appear larger; compare Fig. 2 ). Reflectance measurements were not taken at equal time intervals. as the normally reflective cone pairs (Fig. 5, gray points) . Also, as a population, there was no appreciable difference in absolute light levels for the dark/normal versus normal/normal pair thresholds, suggesting there was no local retinal effect on threshold. The range of reflectivity in these dark/normal cone pairs is on the extremes of the normal/normal cone pairs, as expected, since the inclusion of a dark cone increases the difference in reflectivity between cones in a pair.
DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that cones that appear dark in AOSLO images and are not occluded by blood vessels remain normally sensitive to light, specifically when measured by luminance increment thresholds. One possible explanation for this is that residual scattered light from our stimulus is being detected by cones that surround the targeted cone. Light reaching these cones may arise from intraocular scatter or residual errors in our optical correction. In the case of normal intraocular scatter, experimental results and a model presented in Harmening et al. 28 showed that this does not play a detectable role in determining increment thresholds for cone-sized stimuli. Regarding imperfections in optical correction, in the diffraction-limited case, the resultant point spread function implies a very wide but very shallow intensity profile around the targeted cone. Less than 1% of the delivered light falls onto each of the six surrounding cones while more than 80% of the light lands within the targeted cone's inner segment profile. 28 Even if the optical correction was not completely diffractionlimited, this would likely raise the light delivered to surrounding cones by only a few percent. Thus, if the targeted dark cone was functionally compromised, and the neighboring cones were responsible for detecting the stimulus light, the measured increment threshold would still be greatly increased compared with the paired normally reflective control cone. Instead, the dark cones and paired normally reflective cones exhibited no difference in their observed thresholds (Fig. 4D) , rendering it unlikely that neighboring cones could account for the increment thresholds measured from poorly reflective cones.
In the cases where the cones remained persistently dark, it might be hypothesized that the sites were actually small clusters of rod photoreceptors, which can occur occasionally at the eccentricities studied. 32 At present our AOSLOs cannot resolve rod photoreceptors, so they appear in the images as dark spaces surrounding the cones. 15, 29 However, recent experiments have demonstrated that rod-filled gaps in the photoreceptor mosaic would not respond to the stimuli used here in the same manner as a cone photoreceptor would. On average, increment thresholds obtained from deliberately targeting microstimuli to the rod-sized gaps between cones was 48% higher than thresholds obtained when the stimuli were centered on a cone. 28 This result was accounted for by the cones outlining the gap. Moreover, the stimulus conditions here and in the gap-targeting experiments had background light levels that were rod-saturating, making any rod-mediated contribution to the task negligible. Therefore, our results are not likely to arise from any rod-mediated perception.
The question remains why a small set of cones with normal light sensitivity are poorly reflective on most days. Several independent factors may come into play. Waveguiding is one: small reflections that occur within the cone are efficiently directed back out of the eye because of the anatomical shape of the photoreceptors. This reflection is made more efficient because cones point toward the pupil due to phototropism. 21 Either waveguiding or cone pointing may be disrupted for these unusual cones. Given their waveguiding nature, a scanned beam directed at a cone may vary in reflection efficiency on short time scales because of interference between reflections within the cone. 26, 28, 37, 40 This effect is partially mitigated by flood-illuminated systems, though cone reflectance still varies. 22, 24, 41 Because the cones we have examined are persistently dark, these interference effects cannot readily account for any lasting state of poor reflectivity. Instead, the cause is likely to be of anatomical origin.
Several possibilities exist. First, waveguiding may be inefficient because the cone may be dysmorphic. Without knowing more about the geometry of an occasionally misshaped cone, it is difficult to predict whether entering light will be proportional to reflected light, and therefore affect the relationship between threshold and reflectance systematically. Second, the reflections within a properly waveguiding cone may be reduced because the reflective interfaces within the cone (either between inner and outer segments or at the posterior tips of the outer segments) are permanently altered in some way. This anatomical anomaly would tend to separate the efficiency of light collection from light reflection. Finally, these uncommon dark cones may have aberrant orientations, pointing slightly away from the pupil rather than in the tightly aligned orientation most cones have. 22, 42 All of these anatomical anomalies may persist over the time scales we have examined, and may be present in combination.
Regardless of the origin of the diminished reflectivity, it is not necessarily the case that a cone's reflectivity should positively correlate with its sensitivity. A cone that is weakly reflecting solely due to aberrant orientation will suffer a corresponding loss in light coupling and consequent sensitivity. However, there are factors working against this correspondence. One of the primary sources of reflection arises from the inner/outer segment junction, 22, 25, 43 and this reflection is light that has never passed through the cone's visual pigment. Second, most of the light coupled into a cone is either transmitted or absorbed. The portion that is reflected is on the order of 1% of what passes through the outer segments, 44 thus it may not be representative of the light that the cone detects. Considering all this, it is unsurprising that cone threshold is not significantly influenced by large-and often short-termchanges in cone reflectivity (Fig. 5) .
As mentioned earlier, the presence of dark cones in AOSLO images of many retinal diseases is not surprising, given the pathological changes that the tissue manifests. In some instances, dark cones in diseased retinas may not indicate photoreceptor death. 45, 46 The possibility remains that dark cones in normal retinas cannot be considered homologues of dark cones in diseased retinas, so extrapolating functional tests from normal to diseased populations should not be done. In one study, a deuteranope with poorly reflective cones was found to have sensitivity deficits that suggested the mutationaffected cones were not functional, 20 whereas in another study examining a group of patients with retinal degenerations, functional tests appeared normal despite cone losses. 16 Thus, more work is needed to understand how each type of visual test (e.g., acuity, microstimulation) can be used to adequately characterize both normal and diseased retinas.
Because of its microscopic access to the photoreceptors, AOSLO imaging nonetheless has promise for becoming a powerful tool for early detection of disease and assessment of therapies. While many studies have examined the complex reflectance properties of cones, only recently has it been possible to probe cone function at the same microscopic scale. Cone-targeted microstimulation reveals that increment thresholds for individual cones vary considerably, even for adjacent cones when all other factors such as eccentricity and cone type are taken into account (Fig. 5) . Such psychophysical data are consistent with the fact that the functional ''weighting'' of cones can vary when measured more directly in physiological experiments. [47] [48] [49] The use of microstimulation to assess function in a clinical setting, therefore, will have to take into account the wide variation in cone thresholds as well as cone reflectivity. The results shown here suggest that cones with diminished visibility in an otherwise normal-appearing retina do not necessarily indicate a sensitivity deficit. With a clearer functional picture of how a normal retina responds with AOSLO-based microstimulation, it can now be appreciated that cone thresholds vary widely. This variation will have to be taken into consideration when testing for nascent disease in patients with suspected retinal disorders but no macroscopic pathology.
